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Introdu tion
In summer 2005, the im/ve group

1 has undertaken an explorative ex ourse into

the eld of media art. This did not only mean lab resear h and experimentation Horst Oberquelle

2 and Ste Be khaus3 , in ooperation with Frieder Nake4 , also

organized the exhibition Entgrenzung: Digitale Kunst zwis hen Algorithmik

5

und Interaktion , held at the Mens h und Computer 2005
Although histori

pie es of algorithmi

were the exhibitions primary fo us, a
it was nonetheless a

6 onferen e in Linz.

art, originating in the 1960's and 70's,
ompanied by only a few

urrent works,

ontribution to the s ene of media art.

Our, the students, introdu tion to the matter began in
led by Ste Be khaus, during whi h we - roughly, of
media art's history on from it's prede essors to the

ontext of a seminar
ourse - re onstru ted

urrent state of aairs. We

were supported not only by one of Germany's pioneers of

7

omputer art, Kurt

Alsleben , giving us the opportunity to parti ipate in his perspe tive a tively
involved sin e the late 1960's, but also by Horst Oberquelle, who has been
tra king the lega y of algorithmi art for some time. Sin e it was announ ed as a
hands-on seminar, we also engaged in the

reation of our own home-made pie es

of art, some of whi h were nally in luded in the aforementioned exhibition.
In the following paper, I will rather

hronologi ally follow the work I have done

with respe t to my fo us in this ex ourse, namely the foundations and development of algorithmi

art. The rst se tion will be a portrayal of

ertain parts

of this line important to my further understanding of the subje t.
of

ourse, provide only a very narrow view on the events that a

emergen e of readily available

This will,

ompanied the

omputers in the eld of arts - but sin e I am

1 The intera tive media / virtual environments group is part of the omputer s ien e department at the University of Hamburg. See

http://imve.informatik.uni-hamburg.de

2 See http://asi-www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/personen/oberquelle/index_d.html
3 See http://imve.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/steffi.htm
4 See http://www.agis.informatik.uni-bremen.de/PERSON/nake.html or http://www.

medienkunstnetz.de/kuenstler/nake/biografie/forabiography
5 See the

im/ve

group's

page

about

uni-hamburg.de/ausstellung_m 05.htm

the

exhibition

at

http://imve.informatik.

6 The onferen e's homepage an be found at http://www.mens h-und- omputer.de/
7 See http://swiki.hfbk-hamburg.de:8888/NetzkunstWoerterBu h/345
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neither histori ian nor artist, I think I should not be expe ted to deliver a s ienti ally su ient elaboration. It is, as already said, rather ment as a dis losure
of the basis from whi h I started.
In the se ond se tion I will des ribe the

lass of regent graphi s, one spe i

lass of images that our own experiment bases on. This experiment, the instal-
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lation Algorithmik I: Lu y , will be des ribed in the third se tion; while an
explanation of it's implementation details is given in the appendix.
The nal evaluation of it's su
evaluated on - will

essful

on lusion - and the terms it is to be

lose this se tion and the paper.

1 Algorithmi Art
What I here label as algorithmi

art is that tradition in the eld of visual

omputer art representing the idea, that it is not primarily - or even not at all
- the a tual image whi h is to be
the artisti
and the

onsidered with respe t to the question about

value of some work. Instead it is the formal des ription or algorithm
lass of images it denes that may or may not have su h value and

hen e be or be not

alled a pie e of art. Of

to be found in other elds, like musi
dierent histori

ourse, there are similar a

ounts

or literature, but these have undergone a

development and won't be

onsidered here any further.

9

From the area just outlined, it is espe ially the line emanating from the philo-

10 in the 1950's that has been of interest to me;
11
be ause rstly, it were artists highly inuen ed by this work, like Georg Nees

sophi al work of Max Bense

and Frieder Nake, who provided inspiration for our whole undertaking, and se ondly, it has an interesting story to tell with respe t to the
aestheti s and

Bense's work was based on
1930's whi h

onne tion between

omputer s ien e.
ertain developments within aestheti

theory in the

on entrated on the attempt to lay an obje tivist basis for the

evaluation of aestheti

value, and eventually for some time developed sepa-

rately from  lassi  aestheti

theory. It was, for a most prominent example,

George David Birkho who tried to dene a mathemati al measure of aestheti
value. Following this idea, Bense attempted to develop an a a
produ tion, re eption and

ritisism based on

yberneti

ount of artisti

models of the systems

involved: the artist, the re ipient as well as the so ial and e onomi

stru tures

involved in the ir ulation of art. The persons involved were onsidered to be fullling fun tions of information pro essing within a

ommuni ative framework,

where individual pie es of art did appear as the bearers of a
information, the aestheti

ertain kind of

information. Under the presupposition of su ient

knowledge about the systems involved and their inter onne tion, this information was assumed to be measurable in information theoreti al terms like entropy
and redundan y.

8 See http://lu y.bspot.de/
9 For a more sophisti ated elaboration of the whole story, see [Giannetti, Nake 74℄.
10 See http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Bense or http://www.medienkunstnetz.de/

kuenstler/bense/biografie/
11 See http://www.medienkunstnetz.de/kuenstler/nees/biografie/
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Given a set of general rules, the aestheti

information and value of a pie e of

art was assumed to be determinable in an obje tivist way, without need for an
a tual re ipient or

riti . And, of

ourse, these rules

ould on the other hand

be used in the produ tion of art in their fun tion as a generative aestheti s.
But these rules were not implied by Bense's theory and their exploration was
an impetus to the rst a tual works of algorithmi

art.

Today, this whole proje t of informational aestheti s
ments of some of the dire tly involved - be

an - at least on the state-

onsidered dead. The promise of a

way to evaluate or generate pie es of art on a stri tly formal a

ount has not

fullled and is as su h of no great further interest, neither to the artists, nor to
aestheti

theory in general. It has instead diused into several other s ien es,

e.g. the psy hology of per eption and

ommun ation design.

Nonetheless, the idea that an algorithm
with respe t to the images it is

an be assigned an aestheti

value

apable to produ e has persisted in a tradition

fo ussing on a dierent relationship between the artist and his tool than present
in more

lassi al forms of painting.

Be ause even in

omputer art, it is the

artist who elaborates the idea of his work - not in terms of
prepares and applies in
des ribing

ertain ways to a

olors he manually

anvas, but in more abstra t terms

onditions and aspe ts he wants to be present in the image; the

oin iden es introdu ed through the

hara teristi s of the material are repla ed

by the pseudo-random signals the algorithm applies to it's

al ulations.

2 Regent Graphi s12
In his book Formel, Farbe, Form [Nees 95℄, Georg Nees introdu es regent
graphi s as one formally dened

lass of images, whi h oers wide possibilities

for experimentation. They are, in prin iple, an artisti
diagrams, but I will not explain this

elaboration of Voronoi

onne tion here, be ause it is not ne essary

to explain them or understand the algorithm used in their produ tion. Instead,
after giving a short formal denition followed by some notes on the algorithm,
I will try to sket h the aestheti

possibilities opened by this general framework.

2.1 Formal Denition
A regent graphi

is dened over a ve tor spa e, whi h is usually

R2

and thus

alled the pi ture plane - although not mu h speaks agains an extension using
spa es of higher dimension. It assigns a

olor to ea h point on the plane based

on three parameters, i.e.

•

a set

Q ⊂ R2

sele ted by an arbitrary method, the elements of whi h are

alled regents,

•

a fun tion

•

a

dist : R2 × R2 → R,

olorization fun tion

per eived as a distan e fun tion, and

col.

12 Sin e I ould not lo ate a anonli al translation of the german term Regentengrak, I
shall translate it like this for the rest of this paper.
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Figure 1: Partitioning of the pi ture plane by the regents' spheres of inuen e.

Using the distan e fun tion, ea h point
is further identied as his regent

p

is related to the nearest regent, whi h

qp :

qp := q ∈ Q : ∄q ′ ∈ Q : dist (p, q ′ ) < dist(p, q)
Of

ourse, some points are equally nearest to two or more regents - they are

just assigned to one of these using an arbitrary method.
This assignment also

onstitutes the sphere of inuen e of ea h regent

q

as the

set of points whi h have this regent related to them:


sq := p ∈ R2 | qp = q
These spheres are a partitioning of the pi ture plane, like shown in gure 1 (a),
as they are ne essarily disjun t and their addition equals the whole plane.
Now, the

olorization fun tion, whi h assigns a

olor to ea h point, is usually a

fun tion of the values just dened, e.g.

colorp = col (p, qp , dist(p, qp ))

2.2 Implementation
Unfortunately, no visualization

an equal the

R2

with respe t to detail - thus, an

a tual implementation takes samples of the pi ture plane, produ ing an image
reprodu eable on s reen or in print. Su h an implementation is exemplied by
the following pseudo ode:
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

BEGIN regentengraphik( anvas, regents)
FOR EACH pixel IN anvas
mydistan e = null
myregent = null
FOR EACH regent IN regents
regentdistan e = distan e(pixel.position, regent.position)
IF ( regentdistan e < mydistan e OR myregent == null )
mydistan e = regentdistan e
myregent = regent
END IF
END FOR
pixel. olor = olor(pixel, myregent, mydistan e)
END FOR
END

The outer loop (lines 2-13) iterates over all pixels of the image to be produ ed. In
ea h iteration, the inner loop (lines 5-11) subsequently
of the pixel at hand to all of the regents; always

distan e along with the regent it belongs to. Sin e the
fullled if the
the

al ulates the distan es

arrying on the

urrent lowest

ondition in line 7 is not

urrent minimum distan e is equal to the distan e

al ulated for

urrent regent, a pixel that has the same minimum distan e to two or more

regents will be asso iated to the rst of them with respe t to the ordering among
the regents implied by the serial exe ution of the inner loop. This behaviour may
be hanged - e.g. by repla ing the

ondition with a less-or-equal test, asso iating

su h pixels with the last regent - without harm or signi ant inuen e on the
pi ture. Finally, when the regent of minimum distan e is known, the pixel is
given it's

olor through the

olorization fun tion; based on it's position, the

regent and the minimum distan e.

O (n ∗ m) for the number of pixels

Obviously, this algorithm has a

omplexity of

n

There may be more elegant solutions available

and the number of regents

m.

for the problem than plain brute for e, but - as far as I know - these depend
on

ertain properties of the distan e fun tion. Sin e this fun tion is one of the

main fo i of artisti

experimentation, it may not be feasible in most

ases to

develop an optimized version of the algorithm for ea h su h fun tion in question.
And nally,

ontemporary hardware is

apable of exe uting this generi

version

qui kly enough for a large s ale of appli ations.

2.3 Aestheti Possibilities
Reviewing the denition and algorithm given above, it is

lear that this general

on ept does not tell mu h about the appeal of the images resulting from any
possible

on retion. It is the distan e fun tion, the

olorization fun tion and

the regents positions that do - approximatly in that order with respe t to the
similarity or dissimilarity between images and with the distan e fun tion having
the by far highest importan e (see Figure 2 for a

omparision). I will, therefore,

fo us on that fun tion and elaborate some of the possibilities for it's

hoi e.

From the visual perspe tive, a regent graphi s' distan e fun tion is responsible
for shaping the spheres of inuen e of the regents and stret hing the
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(a)

(b)

( )

(d)

(e)

(f )

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 2: Inuen es to the image's appeal on hanging only the distan e fun tion
(a- ),

olorization fun tion (d-f ), or regents' positions (g-i).
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fun tion over these spheres. In general, every fun tion with the required domain
and range

an do - although pragmati s will most probably pose at least two

restri tions: Firstly, it has to be

omputable, sin e images are not only to be

dened but also a tually visualized on some sort of medium.

Se ondly, it's

distribution of values should not be too extreme, be ause this would - for most
olorization fun tions - produ e large empty areas in some parts of the images;
and a level of detail too high for any output medium in other areas.
But thinking about a distan e measure, one at rst naturally remembers the Eulidean distan e fun tion. Starting there, other fun tions may be easily derived:
Understanding a

ir le as the set of points with an equal distan e to a

point, fun tions instantiating very odd shapes as

ir les

enter

an be dened; for ex-

ample the family of poly-n fun tions in Figure 2 (d)-(f ), whi h have equilateral
polygons as

ir les.

Still, all these fun tions

reate

on ave,

ontinous and thus well distinguishable

spheres of inuen e for the regents. This

an be

hanged by introdu ing dis-

tan e fun tions that are not metri s in the mathemati al sense of the word, i.e.
fun tions that violate one or more of the following

(I)

d (a, a) = 0

(II)

d (a, b) = 0 → a = b

(III)

d (a, b) = d (b, a)

(IV)

d (a, b) ≤ d (a, c) + d (c, b)

onditions:

For example

d (hx1 , y1 i , hx2 , y2 i) = abs (x1 − x2 ) · abs (y1 − y2 )
violates at least ondition (II), but produ es interesting onvex inuen e spheres.
See Figure 2 (a)-( ) and (g)-(i) for some impressions.
Additionaly, these fun tions distort the pattern of the olorization fun tion when
stret hing it over the image; an ee t that
ple metri

an be amplied or applied to sim-

fun tions by applying an additional trigonometri

fun tion to the

or potentiation

al ulated distan e.

Going even further, it is not only possible to

olorize the spheres of inuen e

in dependen e of their regent. The distan e fun tion, too,
by the regent and/or pixel it is to be

an be parametrized

al ulated for; in ee t using dierent

distan e fun tions for dierent regents and/or areas of the image.

3 Algorithmik I: Lu y
As indi ated by it's title, this work by Ste Be khaus and myself
an hommage to the period of algorithmi

13 With great help, of

uni-hamburg.de/kris.htm)
de/matthias.htm).

ourse,

from

13 laims to be

art, or more pre isely: the works and

Kristopher

J.

Blom

(http://imve.informatik.

and Matthias Haringer (http://imve.informatik.uni-hamburg.
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Figure 3: Setup of the installation Lu y

ideas we per eived to

onstitute that period and whi h were des ribed already.

(Where I will argue later that this is not an unproblemati
up on the image

laim.)

It pi ks

lass of regent graphi s proposed by Nees, reframing it in an

intera tive installation based on

ontemporary hardware, thereby allowing - or

better: for ing - the audien e to exert an inuen e on the image.
The setup (see Figure 3) is as follows: Two adja ent surfa es, indi ating a

ube,

mark the spa e governed by the installation. The horizontal is delimitated on the
oor by a

arpet of extraordinary olor. A

area, while the

sized obje ts on the
positions for a

eiling-mounted

amera observes this

omputer it is atta hed to dete ts the positions of any humanarpet.

Of

ourse, it transforms these into the regents'

onse utive stream of images it

al ulates and makes visible on

the se ond, verti al surfa e by means of a beamer also mounted on the

eiling.

Sin e the regent graphi s algorithm does not produ e anything without at least
one regent's position spe ied, this setup presents itself to the approa hing
observer as some marked area on the oor in front of a lit, but empty proje tion.
It is not until she steps on the
this

arpet that an image appears - and, by virtue of

ir umstan e and the quality of at least most regent graphi s'

on retions

to expose the points dening them, explains to her the fun tion she fullls in the
produ tion of that image immediately. Subsequently, the rate of approximately
30 fps at whi h images are produ ed gives her the impression of a live lands ape
or organism responding to her movement; an impression that is further amplied
by subtle arbitrarities of the images, manifesting in e.g. sudden lightnings or
whirling

olors. These

to the algorithm, i.e.

losed forms,

onstituted through the other parameters

the distan e and

olorization fun tions, fade from one

on retion to the other in short intervals a

ording to an opague internal logi ;

whereby the spe tator's ontrol is limited and the images' predi tability redu ed.
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3.0.1

Results and Con lusion

An experiment ought to be evaluated on behalf of it's su
most probably also applies to artisti
riteria of su h an evaluation?
hardware

omponents

Of

ess or failure - whi h

experiments. But what might t as the
ourse, the installation did fun tion:

the

ould be deployed as planed and the software produ ed

the desired results in an a

eptable quality without

rashing (after some hastily

applied xes, that is). This is, however, just a statement about the te hni al
quality of the implemented system from a developer's perspe tive, whi h does
not adequately judge the fulllment of the system's purpose. In fa t, the
of an artisti

experiment seems to allow for only two

ase

ategories of evaluation -

the aestheti , and the artisti .
Sin e there is most unfortunately no informational aestheti
posal, that

ould be applied using formal methods, I

statement on the aestheti

theory to my dis-

an not safely make a

value of the images produ ed - most subje tively,

I would des ribe them as mostly interesting and a little bit ashy over time;
but of

ourse my

safer to

ompeten e in su h matters is limited. The eld I feel mu h

ritisize, the aestheti

value of a software design,

omes in two avors

to be dealt with separately with here: On the one hand, the quality a pie e
of software may or may not possess with respe t to elegan e, e ien y and
leverness. Although it has many aspe ts of expendable software in it's implementation of many spe i

fun tionalities, the general design of Lu y's software

omponents in ludes some ni e ideas whi h might be as ribed a
theti

ertain aes-

value; and whi h are at least more elegant than the brute for e regent

graphi s algorithm. But on the other hand, the aestheti

value algorithmi

art

as ribes

ertain pie es of software may be mu h more important, and it is based

aestheti

onstrains on the produ eable images en oded in some algorithm. In

this aspe t, our implementation ex eeds Nees'
not exa tly a

ombination of distan e and

on eption substantialy, for it is

olorization fun tion we designed - in

fa t, Lu y itself fullls this fun tion through the pro edure we dened. Unfortunately, this pro edure itself is not very elaborated; it does not know anything
about the inuen e the pie es it assembles will have one the output produ ed.
With, for example Harold Cohen's AARON

14 , there is an example of a mu h

higher developed work in this area.
Even more

ompli ated is the attempt of an artisti

it presupposes an a

riti

of our work, be ause

ount on the question of art in general.

Nake states, art be omes, what is de lared as su h

If, as Frieder

15 [Nake 95?℄ - and he most

probably does not refer to the artist's own ex lamation, but to a pro ess within
publi

and spe ialized spa es - the question if Lu y qualies as a pie e of art

safely be negated. Of

one of artworks, but in that

ontext it equally expli itly appeared as only a

supplemental exhibit to the original works of
a histori
a

an

ourse it was shown in an exhibition expli itly de lared
ertain artists. This exhibition had

onnotation in that it presented unknown works of already known and

epted artists; it did not

laim to make a progressive addition to the eld of

omputer arts - and this fa t determines the

onditions under whi h the samples

presented might enter the pro esses mention above. In other words: if anything
an demand the question of whether it is art or not even be dis ussed, it has

14 See http://www.kurzweil yberart. om/
15 Author's translation of: Kunst wird, was zu sol her erklärt wird.
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itself to take a stand with respe t to this question - may it be to demand or
reje t this label, or disqualify the question as su h; whi h our installation didn't.
It did not have the intention to do so.
Still, one might argue that it has an artisti
to a series of works unquestionably

value assured through it's referen e

onsidered art, i.e. those of Georg Nees. But

of whi h nature is this referen e? It

laims to be an attempt of transgression:

Taking up the idea of algorithmik art and reframing it in an intera tive

ontext.

Unfortunately, this attempt has revealed itself to be awfully amiss. It is exa tly
the frame this intera tivity was given, that disrupts the potential experien e
of a work of algorithmi

art in it's full

hara terisation, i.e. the nal image in

onjun tion with it's generating algorithm. This form of presentation allows to
dis over the

onne tion between the formal denition and the aestheti

prop-

erties found in the image; in my opinion most preferably by ways of a private
interview with the system, examining the ee ts of variations in the parameters and slight

hanges on the

pushes the spe tator to

al ulations. But even the solitary, stati

ontemplate about the whereabouts of the

image

hara ter-

isti s she nds in it. The intera tive installation failes in this, as it gives it's
audien e a xed frame of possible inuen e on itself; ee tively
further

on eiling it's

onditions of working. Hen e, the re onstru tion of the work takes pla e

in the image, and not the spe tator, denying her the possibility to per eive it in
it's full

omplexity.

Fortunately, a failed experiment does in most

ases not mean a set ba k of the

endeavors it was motivated on. In fa t, the experien es made in the preliminary
studies and the a tual realisation have proven to be a ri h supplement to the
highly te hni al edu ation in

omputer s ien es; giving insights in one of it's

elds of appli ation normaly neither dis ussed in applied s ien e
interdis iplinary engagements.
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date and printed version not

A Implementation details
On the part of software, the installation

onsists of two appli ations:

r am,

whi h is responsible for obje t dete tion, and mmarts, whi h synthesises images
implementing the regent graphi s' algorithm.
utilitze hardware a

Both are written in C++ and

elerated frament shader programs via the OpenGL library.

In the setup used at the Mens h und Computer 2005, the availability of those
was provided by a video
to the beamer. Input

ard with NVidia GeFor e 6600 GT

ame from a Sony DV

am

hipset

onne ted

onne ted via FireWire. On

this hardware, approximate framerates of 25 fps for input pro essing and 30 fps
for the resulting image stream were a hieveable.

A.1 r am - Obje t Dete tion
A.1.1

Input

The appli ation expe ts it's input to be a sequen e of 720 by 576 wide 3-byte
RGB frames, whi h is read from standard input. It is rather ignorant against
the framerate, at whi h images are re eived: It will not blo k, if no or only a
partial frame is available at a given moment, and will silently drop superous
frames.
To allow dire t streaming from an atta hed

amera, whi h is the intended mode

of operation, a 2.0 version of the dvgrab utility

16 has been pat hed to provide

output in this format.

A.1.2

Image Prepro essing

Before obje t re ognition takes pla e, the program determines the relevant areas
of the pro essed image, i.e. the parts that are signi antly dierent in

ompar-

ision to the referen e image. At rst, the image, as well as the referen e image,
is s aled down by a variable fa tor (of 2, by default) and
HSV spa e. Then, a dieren e image is
of the

onverted to 3-byte

onstru ted through the absolute values

omponentwise subtra tion of the two images.

A set of

onditions evaluated on ea h pixel of the dieren e image determines,

if this pixel has

hanged enough to be

supposed to be the

onsidered relevant. Currently, this is

ase, if

•

the hue dieren e is greater than 10 per ent, or

•

the saturation dieren e is greater than 15 per ent, or

•

the value dieren e is greater than 30 per ent.

16 dvgrab is a utility to apture data from a DV amera. It is open sour e software available
under the GLP. See http://www.kinodv.org/.
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While the s aling is

arried out by the CPU, the further steps are implemented

by a fragment shader program running on the system's GPU. The main appli ation utilizes OpenGL to transfers the images as textures and render a re tangle
proje ted s reen-lling on a window of the images size. When the shader program has nished, the window

ontains a pi ture representing the relevan e

values of the individual pixels in it's red

hannel as either 0 or 1. This dier-

en e map is returned to system memory and, in

onjun tion with the original

image, pro essed by the obje t dete tion stage.

A.1.3

Obje t Re ognition

In general, blobs are found using the following pro edure: Starting with one pixel
known to dier from the referen e image, all dire t neighbours of the blobs pixels
are

he ked and added to the blob if they also dier from the referen e image.

Finally, if the blob ex edes a

ertain size measured in pixels, the

oordinates

of all it's pixels are summed up and divided by their number to determine the
blob's

enter.

For ea h frame, rstly the blobs present in the last frame are

he ked for their

persisten e. The algorithm starts with the pixel at the blob's last known
oordinate.

Moreover, this is

having the

han e to

they where

he ked sequentially, one blob

overlapping in the

enter

arried out for all blobs in parallel, ea h blob

he k one neighbour pixel before it is next blob's turn - if

urrent

ould absorb another one if they were

amera image.

Afterwards, ea h pixel diering from the referen e image in an area at the images
borders 10 per ent the size of image width and height respe tively is made the
starting point for the blob dete tion algorithm to dete t people entering the
area observed by the

amera.

safely identify the largest
Of

These sear hes are

arried out in sequen e to

ontinous areas as one blob.

ourse, this algorithm has it's aws:

Firstly, it may o

ur that it looses

tra k of people or obje ts in it's area - e.g. if they move so fast that the point
determined as their visual

enter in one frame does not lie within the area

overed by them in the next frame, or if two people entered the
eld

onjoinedly and were identied as one blob. In both

amera's visual

ases, the fa t that new

blobs are dete ted only in the border regions for es these persons to leave and
reenter the area to be tra ked again. On the other hand, this s heme prevents
a lot of superous blobs, whi h appear if a person, for only one frame, does not
onstitute a

ontinous area in the

amera image, be ause parts of her

an not be distinguished from the oor.

lothes

This leads to the se ond problem,

whi h appears when someone enters the visual eld very slowly. It may happen
then, that dierent parts of her body, e.g. an arm and a leg, are already visible
without seeming

onne ted by a body and hen e are identied as dierent blobs,

whi h the person in question will

A.1.4

arry around as long as she stays in view.

Output

The programs output

onsists of a list of normalized blobs'

enter

oordinates

identied by a blob number that stays xed for ea h blob; together with an
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indi ation of the amount of time sin e the blob was rstly and lastly dete ted,
whi h allows the rendering appli ation to visualize the appearean e and disappearean e of blobs smoothly.
Output

an be send in binary form through a TCP

onne tion or to some

designated host by UDP; additionaly it is presented in human-readable form
on standard output, whi h may of
handled by an instan e of a

ourse be redire ted. In general, output is

lass extending Sender; hen e other output methods

an easily be implemented.

A.2 mmarts - Pi ture Synthesis
The mmarts appli ation synthesis a
loop.

ontinous stream of images in an innite

The pi ture is represented on s reen by a set of polygons rendered us-

ing OpenGL, whi h are mapped to parts of the pi ture plane spe ied by their
texture

oordinates. In the easiest

dinates from

< 0, 0 >

to

ase, just one re tangle with texture

< 1, 0.75 >,

oor-

representing this se tion of the pi ture

plane, is rendered, preferably lling the whole s reen. A fragment shader program implementing the pi ture fun tion is assigned to these polygons, so ea h
pixel belonging to one of them is in fa t a sample of the pi ture fun tion at
the respe tive texture

oordinates. The

omposition of these shader programs

is the most oustanding fun tionality implemented in the appli ation.

A.2.1

Input / Control

In normal operation, the appli ation re eives as it's only input the regents'
oordinates from the r am appli ation by means of a TCP

onne tion or single

UDP pa kets. In symmetry to this appli ation, input is handled by an instan e
of a
In

lass extending Re eiver, allowing for other input methods to be added.
onju tion with a me hanism to

DummyRe eiver
be dire tly
Of

ontrol mutators' (see below) behaviour, the

lass, whi h allows manual pla ement of regents, images

an

omposed by mouse and keyboard.

ourse, the appli ation provides some hotkeys to

ontrol it's operation, e.g.

swit hing between fulls reen and windowed mode, quitting, et .

A.2.2

Shader Synthesis

As noted before, the main program randomly assembles new frament shader
programs every few minutes. More pre isely, this fun tionality is implemented
by the Lab
A set of

lass and triggered by an instan e of ShaderControl.

ode fragments,

alled mole ules, in (an extended version of ) the Cg

shader language provides the base material for this synthesis. They are lo ated
in the appli ations data dire tory and loaded on startup. Indi ated to the appli ation through a magi

omment in the rst rows, ea h mole ule implements

exa tly one of the following fun tionalities:

•

A basi

ontrol fun tion dening the general algorithm,
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•

a distan e fun tion, or

•

a

In fa t,

•

olorization fun tion.

olorization mole ules are further dierentiated into

olor modi ation mole ules, whi h apply some ltering fun tion to the
output of another

•

olor mole ule,

blending mole ules, whi h are

apable of rendering a stable pattern in-

dependent of the regent's positions when indi ated to do so by a spe ial
shader parameter, used to mask a freeze introdu ed when a shader program is

•

basi

ompiled, and

olorization mole ules not refering to other mole ules.

The arbitrary

ombination of mole ules is made possible by that they may

ontain unterspe ied

alls to other mole ules, they may just spe ify the

mole ules implemented fun tionality. A
all another

alled

olorization mole ule may, for example,

olorization mole ule and apply a lter to it's result, but without

spe ing exa tly whi h one.
ontain several

alls to also arbitrary
Synthesis of a

Spe i ally a base mole ule will most probably

alls to an unspe ied distan e fun tion and one, maybe more,
olorization fun tions.

omplete pi ture fun tion now pro eeds straightforward by se-

le ting one base mole ule and re ursively
respe tive types to ll the underspe ied
hoi es ensures that the rst two

hoosing random mole ules of the
alls.

The only restri tion to these

olorization mole ules

alled from the base

mole ule are blending mole ules; one to blend into the newly

reated shader,

mat hing the one used to blend out the last a tive shader, and one randomly
hoosen to blend out the shader when it's job will be done.
Maybe the greatest di ulty in this pro edure

on erns the parameters needed

by various mole ules: On the one hand, a mole ule may need a spe i
rameter, like the texture

introdu ed by itself, but it may be
not know about this spe i
want to

pa-

oordinate of the fragment pro essed, or even one
ome to be

alled by a mole ule that does

parameter. On the other hand, a mole ule may

all another mole ule with a forged value for some parameter, i.e. to

distort patterns based on distan e, but

an't be sure the

alled mole ule even

re ognizes this parameter.
To resolve this problem, all data ex hange between mole ules is dened using
semanti

markers. A mole ule spe ies a semanti

binding for ea h parameter

it's main fun tion takes. Furthermore, ea h value to be passed over in a mole ule
all is also marked by su h a binding. When lling the

all slots of a mole ule in

synthesis, the program examines the parameter lists of

all and

alled module

and pro eeds as follows:

•

If a parameter (identied by it's semanti
the expression spe ied in the

binding) is present in both lists,

all will be passed to
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alled module.

•

If it is spe ied in the
dropped from the

•

If it is needed by the
rst

all but not needed by the

alled module, it is

all.
alled module but not spe ied in the

he ked if it is already on the

all, it is

alling module's parameter list; and

if not, it is added to this list using a new variable name. Now that it is
guarranteed to be present in the
this variable is passed in the

alling module under some variable name,

all. (Note: This is error prone: First, the

variable bound to the parameter may be modied by the
before the

all in question, and se ond, the

alling module

alling module may

onsist of

more than one fun tion, so that when the parameter is introdu ed through
this pro edure, it is present in it's main entry fun tion, but not in the other
fun tion that may

Predened semanti

ontain the

all.)

markers exist to bind variables to the parameters intro-

du ed to the shader by the main program: The number of regents present, their
positions and presen e values, the

urrent state of blending into or out of the

shader, et . In addition, mole ules may dene variable parameters with spe i
properties, as explained in the following se tions.

A.2.3

Texture Parameters

Using a spe ial syntax for the semanti

marker of a parameter in it's parameter

list, a mole ule may request a texture to be loaded and a sampler2D on that
texture to be bound to the parameter. On synthesis, these markers are parsed,
textures loaded and bound to a free texture unit.

The parameter will then

be propagated to the fun tion list of the shader program's main fun tion (as
des ribed above) and bound to the sele ted texture unit using the Cg languages
own syntax for semanti

A.2.4

binding.

Realtime Pi ture Manipulation

Another spe ial syntax for semanti

markers allows a mole ule to indi ate that a

parameter value may be modied within dened boundaries while the shader is
running to

hange the results of the implemented fun tion and thus the appeal

of the generated pi ture. More spe i ally, the following kinds of these mutable
parameters

•

an be spe ied:

Floating point parameters, mutating between a lower and upper bound
in intervals randomly

hoosen between a minimum and maximum time of

stability; the transition between old and new value pro eeding by linear
interpolation over an also randomly

•

RGB

hoosen timespan.

olor parameters (implemented thru the Cg-languages type oat3),

mutating between upper and lower bounds for ea h

olor

omponent just

like the oating point kind.

•

Frame parameters, repeatedly running from 0.0 to 1.0 within a spe ied
number of millise onds.
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On synthesis, the program parses these spe i ations and
the respe tive

reates an instan e of

lass extending Mutator, whi h is bound to the parameter and

provides the requested behavior at runtime.
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